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Brilliant Beaming Butterflies
Inside this issue

Flying Insects
Butterflies are insects. Like all insects
they have six legs, 3 body parts
(head-thorax-abdomen) a pair of
antennae and an exoskeleton (hard
covering that supports and protects
their body).

Butterflies belong to a group of
insects called ‘Lepidoptera’. This
word means 'scaly wings' in Greek.
That's right butterflies wings are
covered in thousands of tiny dustlike scales!

Photo’s above: Monarch butterfly, Orchard swallowtail butterfly.
Photo’s below: Dainty swallowtail butterfly and Chequered swallowtail butterfly.
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Acknowledgement to country
The Department for Environment and
Water acknowledges Aboriginal people
as the First Peoples and Nations of the
lands and waters we live and work upon
and we pay our respects to their Elders
past, present and emerging. We
acknowledge and respect the deep

spiritual connection and the relationship
that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people have to Country.
The Department works in partnership
with the First Peoples of South Australia
and supports their Nations to take a
leading role in caring for their Country.
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Butterflies
Jumble Word

Find-a-word

HCRSSAYLI
_________

Who am I?
I can be green
I can be brown
I can be red
I can be orange
Caterpillars eat me but
butterflies do not.
What am I?
_________________________

monarch
painted lady
swallowtail
butterfly
caterpillar
pupa
chrysalis
antennae
insect
nectar

thorax
abdomen
flowers
leaves
wings
metamorphosis
cocoon
egg
transform
larva

Missing Letter
_ _ _A_OR_ _ OSI_
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Hungry Caterpillars
Butterfly Feet
Butterflies taste with their feet. Their feet have taste
sensors on them that help to locate food for their
caterpillars.
What they do is stand on a flower or leaf and give it a
taste. If they think it is a plant that their caterpillars can
eat, they'll lay their eggs in that spot.
A resident caterpillar
chomping on some
leaves

Did you know?
The chrysalis and the cocoon
have similar functions, but are
not the same. A butterfly forms
inside a chrysalis, a hardened
shell of a pupa. The cocoon is
the silk protection during their
transformation.

Once the eggs are laid, their hatching date can vary. Some
will hatch within a few weeks and others will only hatch
once the weather is warm.
When it hatches, the caterpillar comes out, dining on
delicious leaves.

DID YOU KNOW?
A pupa is the name given to an insect in the transition stage of its development.
pupa =single (one)
pupae =plural (more than one)

Butterfly Cycle 1,2,3,4:
1. Eggs

2. Caterpillar (feeding stage)

3. Pupa (chrysalis) - Transition stage

4. Butterfly As the butterfly emerges its wings are wet,
soft and wrinkled against its body.
Once their wings dry, the butterfly can fly
off in search for some nectar.
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Spot the difference – Can you find all 6?

Butterflies drink crocodile
tears!
A number of insect species including moths, butterflies,
and bees are known to tear-feed (drink the tears of larger
animals).
Butterflies drink nectar, however nectar does not have a
lot of salt. Research has shown that butterflies drink
crocodile tears as a way of getting salt for digestion and
making their eggs.
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Q and A
“Butterflies
and moths are
indicators of a
healthy
environment
and healthy
ecosystems”.

Q: If you touch a butterfly’s wing, does it die?
A: No, however, if you touch the wings too much it will rub off its
protective scales.
When you touch the wing of a butterfly or moth, some “dust” seems to
rub off on your fingers. This dust is made up of tiny scales.
These scales help the butterfly to fly and are responsible for the colours
we see on their wings.
It is recommend that you do not touch the wings of a butterfly. Looking
and observing is much better than touching.

CLELAND KIDS
WILDIFICATION
School Holidays Starting
on 14th April 2021:
For 6-13 year olds
Time: 9:30am-3:30pm


Wednesday



Thursday



Friday

BUSH BUDDIES
FOR: 2-4 year olds
Term 2: Starting on
Tuesday April 27th 2021.


Monday 11am



Tuesday 10am



Friday 10am

Junior
Conservation
Club
Next session:
Sunday April 4th 2021

Topic: Koalas

Junior
Conservation
Club
This month in the Junior
Conservation Club we focused on
cockatoos:

Some things we did:
 Observed the resident and
wild cockatoo’s behaviours.
 Discussed the importance of
their diets for our ecosystem
such as spreading native
seeds through their poo,
which allows for natural
bush regeneration.
 Enrichment object creation:
The conservation club made
some enrichment objects for
the cockatoos to play with
and forage on.
The cockatoos loved them and say
thank-you!

Photos: Our resident Yellow-tailed black cockatoos munching on their pinecone feeders.
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